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Chapter One 

The trees have stood for centuries. 

Majestic sentinels beneath an iron grey sky, maintaining their silent vigil 

over a primal world. A constant world, untouched by civilization, and free from 

outside influence.  

Until today. 

The sun hung low on the horizon, and a bitter wind caused the tops of the 

trees to sway, their branches brushing against each other. The clack of branches 

and the swish of pine needles moved together in a dance as old as time.  

In the canopy of the alpine forest, a hundred feet above the rocky ground, 

things were as they’d always been, but on the forest floor he ran. 

Air gusted from his mouth, leaving small clouds of vapour in his wake, as 

he picked his way through the ancient trunks. The thick tangle of branches tore 

at his arms and legs, shredding clothing as he ran headlong through the trees. 

Each lungful of freezing air chilled his body further. If he didn’t find shelter 

soon he would perish just as surely as if his pursuers caught him. 

One arm remained clasped against his side to keep pressure on an injury 

he couldn’t remember sustaining. It was a shallow cut, but in this environment 

he couldn’t afford to lose much blood, or the precious warmth it gave him. 
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How did he end up running for his life, in the middle of nowhere, pursued 

by who knows what? It was a mystery, but one he couldn’t ponder, for now he 

simply had to keep moving. 

The source of that imperative was now stuffed into the pocket of his 

jeans. A torn off sheet of newspaper, with a single word written in his own 

hand. 

Run! 

# # # 

The guardian bent down to check the ground for any sign of the fleeing 

human. Finding none, it lifted its head and sniffed the air, hoping to catch a 

scent on the wind to tell him his quarry was close. All that told it was that the 

other guardians were close by, something it could feel instinctively. It had no 

need for the mundane assistance of the wind to know that. 

It glanced at the overcast sky. It would be night soon, and that would 

mark the end of the chase for them. The darkness was no obstacle to its kind, 

but the bitter cold was. At this altitude, even with the sun at its zenith, it was 

almost too cold for them, which is why their prey had been able to elude them 

thus far. Another hour remained before they’d be forced to return. There was no 

time to waste. 

With a shrill cry, the guardian signalled the others and resumed its 

pursuit. It charged through the trees, and one by one, his three fellows signalled 
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back with their own cries. The piercing notes would tell their prey where they 

were, but they also inspired fear in humans.  

People made mistakes when driven by fear, and the guardians needed 

every advantage they could in facing this one. 

# # # 

Four blood curdling howls echoed through the wilderness, almost causing 

him to trip and fall. He stopped, heart racing, and took a few heaving breaths as 

he tried to regain focus. The hunters were a few miles distant, upwind of his 

current position. There was something about the sound that awoke a deep dread 

in the man. Somewhere at the base of his brain, his primitive mind associated 

those terrible wails with danger, and a wave of despair washed over him.  

How could he survive against such perfect killers? The urge to give up 

was almost overwhelming. He clenched his fists tightly, knuckles whitening as 

his nails dug into his palms.  

He wasn’t ready to die, not here, not like this. 

The cries sounded again but this time they awoke something else in him, 

the stirrings of a memory, bringing with it a name… Kade.  

Kade? Is that my name? 

He couldn’t be sure, but it felt right somehow. The gaps in his memory 

were frustrating, but they were the least of his problems. His past would have to 
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stay a mystery a while longer. He had to keep moving, especially while those 

things were out there.  

Kade cocked his head and listened. The wind blowing through the trees 

was loud, but below it he could pick up the sound of running water somewhere 

south of his position. A river could help him elude his pursuers so he decided to 

head toward it. 

With grim determination, he resumed his run. He sprinted down the rocky 

incline, weaving left and right to avoid obstacles. The trees blurred in his vision 

as he flew past them. A fallen tree crossed his path. Its massive trunk, easily six 

feet thick, disappeared into the thick foliage to the left and right. He leapt over 

the fallen bole, landed lightly on the other side and kept moving, all without 

missing a step. 

It was exhilarating. 

He’d been running for hours but didn’t feel tired at all. Where did such 

reserves of energy come from? The pain in his side reduced to a dull ache, and 

the bleeding appeared to have stopped. He had no explanation for any of it. For 

now he was simply grateful it was there.  

He needed every advantage to survive. 

The roar of a river was just ahead of him, and in moments Kade found 

himself at the edge of a fast-flowing river. It was too wide to cross here, so he 

ran downstream, desperately searching for a way across before his pursuers 

caught him. 
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The underside of the clouds was painted orange by the setting sun. He 

didn’t have much daylight left. The thought of trying to find a way across in the 

dark caused him to shiver. He knew that the cold would be terrible. 

A branch snapped somewhere in the forest behind him.  

Kade tried to pierce the thick veil of pine needles. He couldn’t see 

anything in the twilight gloom, but he didn’t need his eyes to tell him there was 

something very big, very fast, and very dangerous out there. Apart from the 

rushing of water, the usual sounds of life were absent. 

One of them was nearby.  

Kade’s fingers balled into fists, and he consciously forced himself to 

relax. Where did that come from? His involuntary response shocked him. There 

was no way he could fight one of those things. 

The note told him to run. He should heed its warning. Escape was his 

only chance.  

# # # 

The guardian watched from the shadows.  

The scent of him – of blood mixed with sweat – threatened to overwhelm 

its senses. It dare not alert its brothers or the human would know just how close 

his death truly was. 

It moved silently through the trees, each delicate step bringing it closer to 

its prey. It could almost taste the flesh of the human he was hunting, could 
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imagine the brittle bones being crushed in its jaws. The thought of the kill 

caused the guardian to salivate in anticipation. But still it hesitated; it knew that 

this one was not like the others. He should not be taken lightly. 

The prey stood at the edge of the river, peering through the foliage at 

where the guardian stood before, unaware that it had moved. It was the perfect 

opportunity to strike. With a silent snarl, the guardian bunched its muscles, and 

attacked. 

# # # 

The creature burst from the trees to his right. 

It came at him with lightning speed. Kade was barely able to avoid the 

vicious slash of its claws as it leapt towards him.  

How could this one have gotten so close so quickly? The question flashed 

through his mind as he ducked and weaved to keep the razor sharp claws and 

snapping jaws from striking him.  

Despite the speed of its relentless attacks, he found that he was easily able 

to avoid the blows. Once again, his strength and speed amazed him. 

What am I?    

The creature let out a piercing shriek. The blood-curdling sound easily 

drowned out the sound of the rushing water only a few feet away. Three similar 

calls answered, and they were close. Too close. He was barely keeping one 

creature at bay. Four would cut him to ribbons. He had to find a way to escape. 
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Too late. 

Behind him, a second creature stepped from the trees. The other two 

couldn’t be far away. His brief taste of freedom was about to come to an 

agonising end if he didn’t think of something fast.  

It was time to take a risk.  

He ducked below his attacker’s flashing claws and hurled himself into the 

creature’s body. It was a solid strike, and amazingly, the creature was flung 

back hard. It flew through the air and crashed into the trunk of a thick tree over 

a dozen feet away. Kade didn’t waste any time marvelling at this incredible 

display of strength.  

I hope these things can’t swim. The river was his only chance. He turned, 

and ran headlong to the water, remembering to protect his head as the shock of 

the freezing water drove the air from his lungs. 

# # # 

The guardians watched as their prey leapt into the freezing water of the 

glacial river. They could do nothing now but watch as the human was washed 

past them, and then disappear from sight and on to freedom. 

For now, at least, their hunt was over. 

Frustrated at their inability to follow, they released their howls as one, 

four voices united in rage. 

Their master would not be pleased, this failure would be punished. 
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# # # 

The freezing river carried Kade away from that terrible sound. Even with 

his inexplicable strength and speed he knew that he was lucky to be alive. His 

joy was short lived, however, as he soon found himself at the mercy of the 

water. 

With every passing mile, the water leached the warmth from his body, 

and soon he could no longer feel his arms or legs. Kade’s shoes were torn away 

and he barely managed to keep his head out of the water. He spun in the 

swirling water, struggling to get his bearing as he fought to avoid the boulders 

and jagged rocks that pierced the river surface. If he didn’t get out soon, he will 

have exchanged one death for another. 

He peered ahead and saw he was approaching a bend in the river. 

Knowing that his momentum would help, Kade swam for the bank, legs kicking 

wildly as he drew upon his last reserves of energy. The river’s edge drew closer 

and he was finally to get his feet under him. He winced as his bare feet touched 

the rocky ground, the force of the water threatened to pull him down. 

Kade slowly neared the edge, each step taking its toll he could almost feel 

his strength being drawn away. He collapsed with the edge just two feet away 

and he pulled himself forward to reach land on his hands and knees. Once free 

of the freezing torrent he rolled onto his back, chilled to his core as he looked 

up at the sky. The sun had set and the wan light of twilight would soon be over. 
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Night was fast approaching and with it would come a drop in temperature that 

would certainly be fatal. 

Despite everything he’d survived so far, his struggle wasn’t over. 

A light winked on to his left, soon followed by several more. The lightes 

formed a line, and burned with a dull orange glow that grew brighter with each 

passing moment. 

Could they be street lamps? If they were then perhaps there was a town 

not far away. Fighting his fatigue, Kade climbed to his feet and staggered 

toward the row of lights and the possibility of warmth. 

He staggered onto a bluff below the tree-line and was rewarded with a 

view of the town. Judging by the number of lights, the town ahead was a small 

one. He’d have to stay out of sight. With bare feet and wearing shredded jeans 

and tee-shirt he knew he’d draw attention, and in a small town it would be 

impossible to lose himself in a crowd. His best bet was to find somewhere to 

hole up until morning, and then try to leave this place without meeting anyone. 

Kade shuffled into town, shivering uncontrollably, his legs feeling like 

dead weights. He was so tired, and had to force himself to keep moving, to put 

one foot in front of the other. The lure of sleep was almost impossible to resist, 

but he knew that if he fell asleep now he would never wake up. 

A darkened building ahead caught his eye. It was a large two storey home 

close to the edge of town. It looked abandoned. The front yard was overgrown 
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and wooden boards were hammered over the windows and doors. It was the 

perfect place to spend the night. 

A brightly lit diner occupied the site across the road. A colourful neon 

light buzzed on the awning displaying its name; Stan’s. Only the ‘a’ and the ‘n’ 

glowed brightly, the ‘t’ flickered on and off, while both ‘s’s were consigned to 

darkness.  

Its interior was filled with retro decor, from the chunky metal cash 

register, and the gaudy jukebox that stood against the far wall, to the music 

selector boxes sitting on the tables, and the checkerboard linoleum floor. It 

could have been lifted straight out of the 60’s. 

The place was empty except for a waitress who sat with legs crossed 

behind the counter, her head buried in a book. She wore a white blouse and 

black skirt under her apron. A pencil behind one ear held blonde curls away 

from her face. She was pretty, in that effortless kind of way. 

There was something familiar about her. He couldn’t place it but he was 

certain he’d seen the girl before. Maybe I live around here? If that were true 

then perhaps the waitress knew who he was.  

Indecision stilled him. He was torn between the desire to remain unseen 

and the need to uncover his past. A past that was locked to him, but it would be 

a risk to reveal himself. The one thing he knew for certain was that he gained 

nothing by standing here, then his decision made, he took a step toward the 

future. 
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Chapter Two 

Every instinct he had told him to stay hidden, cross the street and lay low 

for the night, but he just couldn’t shake the feeling that he knew this woman. He 

didn’t know when, or even if, he’d see her again and he refused to miss this 

opportunity to talk to her alone. 

He pushed open the door and stepped inside the diner. It was warm 

inside, almost uncomfortably so. The radio was playing a song by the Beach 

Boys. Despite everything, Kade chuckled. The thought of anyone in this tiny 

alpine town going surfing struck him as being quite funny. 

The waitress looked up as he entered. Her eyes widened slightly when 

she saw him.  

Was that recognition? Probably not. It was more likely to be alarm at his 

appearance. 

She placed her book down on the counter beside her and came to her feet. 

“Hey, this ain’t a halfway house, bub.” 

“I don’t want any trouble.” He held his hands up, palms facing her.  

The waitress didn’t seem to be the least bit intimidated by his dishevelled 

appearance. She just stood there, hands on her hips, looking at me. “Well, what 

do you want then?” 

“I’m lost. I’ve been walking through the forest for hours.” 
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The change in her demeanour was incredible. Her defiance was 

immediately replaced with concern and she practically ran across to me. 

“My goodness.” She put an arm over his shoulder and guided him to a 

booth by the window. “Let’s get you comfy and I’ll fix you something hot.” 

“I… I don’t have any money.” He said as he took his seat. 

She waved a hand past her face as though she was shooing a fly. “Don’t 

you worry about a little thing like that.” 

She turned on her heel and walked over to a coffee pot stewing behind the 

counter. The radio started playing Elvis as she poured him a cup, which she 

carried back and deftly placed on the table in front of him.  

Kade cupped his hands around the warm cup of coffee and took a sip. 

With every mouthful he could feel his strength returning as bitter chill left him. 

Smart move or not, he really needed this.  

“Thank you.” He said, extending his right hand. “I’m Kade.” 

She held his gaze for a moment before shaking his hand firmly. “Trish.” 

She smiled. “Now, just sit tight while I whip you up a meal. If you need 

anything, just holler.” 

Trish turned and headed for the kitchen. He was about to call her back, he 

had come in here to talk to her, but the thought of a warm meal set his mouth 

watering. There’d still be plenty of time to talk after he’d eaten something. 
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Kade sat back and breathed deeply, savouring the warmth that spread 

through him. It was the first chance he’d had to relax and reflect on what had 

happened.  

How did he get there? What were those things chasing him? And how 

was he able to fend them off? 

Try as he might he couldn’t remember a thing before that mad chase 

through the forest. He reached into his pocket and pulled out the sodden scrap 

of newspaper, hoping to find some clue as to what was going on.  

He unravelled it, taking care to keep from ripping the pulp and smoothed 

it down with his hands. Once again he stared at the word “Run!” written there. 

He couldn’t understand how he could identify the handwriting as his own but he 

knew it with a certainty that defied explanation.  

He looked beyond the word and tried to find some clue in the article 

itself. The water had smudged the ink but the writing was still mostly legible. 

Unfortunately, it was just an opinion piece espousing the virtues of the latest 

must have touch screen phone.  

No help there. 

He folded it back up and shoved it back into his pocket, then sagged 

against the back of the chair.  

The food smelled good. He couldn’t remember his last meal, and the 

sizzle of the hotplate coupled with the tantalising aromas made his stomach 

grumble loudly. He focussed on the radio to try and distract himself from the 
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hunger pains. The DJ had just completed a news item and had moved on to the 

weather. 

“... tomorrow with the mercury staying south of twenty-five. We’re in for 

a cold one this year people. Brrr. Looks like it’s time for a ‘Heat Wave’. 

Hopefully this new one from Martha and the Vandellas will get you movin’...” 

The music started playing and Kade moved to the counter so that he 

could watch Trish working in the kitchen. 

“Don’t you just love this old music?” he said, his foot tapping in time 

with the song. 

“Mmm hmm.” She swayed a little as she ushered the food around the 

grill. “But this ain’t old. It only came out last week.” 

What? Kade’s foot stopped tapping. “Aren’t you streaming this from a 

sixties retro station?” 

“What do you mean, hun?” 

“The music. Where did you get it?” 

“It’s the radio.” She glanced up from her work and looked at him 

strangely.  

“Radio? … But...” His hunger was forgotten and he looked around the 

diner. “Do you have a newspaper?” 

“Sure. There’s one down there near the coffee-pot.” 
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Kade raced around and grabbed the newspaper tucked beneath a tray of 

napkin wrapped cutlery. He laid it out on the counter and checked the date at the 

top of the page. 

His heart sank. This isn’t happening. 

His legs felt weak, and a wave of nausea crashed over him. He had to 

brace himself against the counter to keep from losing his balance. 

“Is there a bathroom in here?” he said between clenched teeth. 

“Sure. It’s just around the corner.” She pointed at the partition wall 

behind him, concern evident in her expression. “Are you okay?” 

He waved vaguely toward her, not trusting himself to speak. The coffee 

in his stomach threatened to come back up and he lurched upright, making a bee 

line for the toilet.   

He threw himself through the swinging door and only just managed to 

reach the basin when he couldn’t keep it down any longer. The meagre contents 

of his stomach emptied in a series of heaving belches. By the time he was done 

he lacked the energy to lift his head. 

“It’s not possible,” he muttered, slack face hanging over the basin. “This 

is a joke. THIS ISN’T HAPPENING!” He screamed the last at the top of his 

lungs. 

He was so completely overcome that he almost didn’t hear the bathroom 

door open. His head whipped around, and he could feel the energy course 

through him, just as it had when he faced those terrible beasts on the mountain. 
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Trish was standing there. She must have seen something in his eyes 

because she took a step back, a hand over her heart. 

Kade forced himself to calm down. This woman had been nothing but 

helpful and she didn’t deserve to feel the brunt of his anger. Whatever was 

going on had nothing to do with her. 

“I need you to listen to me, Kade.” Her words seemed to cut through his 

confusion. She held his gaze as she continued. “In the ceiling above the final 

stall is a platform. I need you to stand on the bowl and climb up there.” 

The way she spoke seemed to have a calming effect on him. “Why?” 

“I don’t have time to explain right now, but I need you to do as I ask. 

Trust me Kade. I have no wish to hurt you.” 

He looked over his shoulder at the last cubical. What she was asking 

seemed easy enough but given everything he was reluctant to do as she asked. 

“Look at me, Kade. Really look at me.” She must have sensed his 

indecision. “You can see that I want to help you, can’t you?” 
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Chapter Three 

Special Agent Leonard Crane hated flying, and helicopters were worst of 

all. Especially the way they attracted the attention of anyone who happened to 

be around. A plane at least had to land at an airport while a helicopter could 

create a scene anywhere. 

He hunched as he exited the hateful contraption, running to the side, with 

a hand holding his hat in place to keep the downdraft from blowing it from his 

head. Flying definitely wasn’t his thing, but when J. Edgar says jump he was 

definitely not going to say no.  

Once clear of the mechanically induced gale, he strode toward the 

delegation of local law enforcement who’d come to the town square to greet 

him. It was cold up here in the highlands and, though it reinforced the “G-Man” 

stereotype, he was glad of the thick woollen trench coat he’d elected to wear.  

“Agent Crane?” 

“That’s right.” 

“I’m Sheriff Barton Collins, welcome to Big Sky.” The sheriff raised his 

arm in a gesture that took in the impressive vista. “I expected you to be older.” 

And I thought you’d be thinner. The sheriff was a large man. His uniform 

did an admirable job of containing his girth but it was clear that it was nearing 

the end of its useful life. 
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“I get that a lot.” Leonard smiled. “But let’s not equate my youthful 

appearance with a lack of authority.” 

“Of course.” The sheriff cleared his throat. “My officers stand ready to 

assist you in any way necessary.” 

“Thank you, Sheriff,” Leonard looked across to the eager faces of the 

deputies. This was likely to be the most excitement these young men had seen 

in a while. “I appreciate your enthusiasm, but I expect that this will turn out to 

be rather unexciting for you and your men.” He’d been on calls like this before 

and they usually came to nothing. 

“Let’s hope not, eh?” The sheriff gave him a wink, regaining some of his 

earlier composure. Leonard had to suppress a shudder; he was a truly repulsive 

man. 

“What have you been told?” he asked. In cases like this it was always 

good to establish just how much the hired help knew. 

“Just that we were to provide whatever assistance we could to help you 

apprehend the fugitive.” 

So, not much then. “That’s good to hear.” The less these bumpkins knew 

the better for everyone. “Is there somewhere out of the wind I can brief your 

men?” 

# # # 
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Kade believed that she wasn’t lying. He wasn’t sure how, but he was 

certain that Trish was telling the truth. Somewhere in the back of his mind he 

felt that he had to trust her. At any other time he might have questioned that 

compulsion but after everything he’d been through it was almost a relief to have 

someone tell him what to do. He unclenched his fists and took a deep breath. 

“Okay,” he said. “How do I get up there?” 

She closed her eyes and let out a deep breath before answering. “Stand on 

the toilet and remove the ceiling tile. You’ll see what I mean straight away.” 

“Who are you?” 

“I promise I’ll answer your questions in a little while.” She looked over 

her shoulder. “Just do as I say. It’ll be alright.” 

He held her gaze for a moment then moved across to the final stall. He 

moved the tile to find a small platform built into the gap between the roof and 

the ceiling tiles. Kade easily pulled himself up into the tiny attic and laid down 

on the platform, while Trish replaced the tile behind him. 

It was dark up there, the only light coming through the gaps in the tiles 

and a small grill on the wall that overlooked the diner. But despite this, Kade 

found he could see perfectly. Yet another mystery to add to the impressive 

collection he’d accumulated since awakening in this nightmare. 

Because that’s what this was. A nightmare. 

There can’t be a rational explanation for what was happening to him. His 

mind refused to make sense of the multitude of impossibilities any other way.  
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This simply wasn’t real. 

How else could he explain his appearance on the side of a mountain in 

nineteen sixty three, with no memory of his previous life, being chased by the 

hounds of hell, one of which he defeated in single combat, only to jump into a 

freezing river after which he walked several miles, without any shoes, to end up 

hiding in this diner, his clothes ripped to shreds while he didn’t have a scratch 

on him. 

The solution seemed obvious now. He need only close his eyes and fall 

asleep. That way, when he awoke, this entire experience would be behind him. 

That had to be the answer. The alternative was just too incredible to consider.    

The bell above the door tinkled as he lay there with his eyes closed. It 

seemed like someone else had entered the diner. Kade tried to let the sound of 

quiet conversation lull him to sleep, but his curiosity got the better of him. He 

crawled across to the grill and peered between the narrow slats to see what was 

happening. 

Two men stood by the counter. One extremely fat man, wearing what 

looked like a county police uniform, stood talking to Trish while a second man, 

tall and well dressed, stood beside him, his gaze sweeping the diner.  

This second man was an imposing figure. He had a substance to him that 

was palpable. Here was a man who seemed entirely comfortable in his own 

skin. Relaxed, confident, dangerous. A person who was truly present.  
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# # # 

“What can I do for you?” the waitress said, as he entered the diner behind 

the rotund sheriff. He looked around the small dining area and saw that a table 

near the window had recently been wiped down.   

“Evening, Trish,” Sheriff Collins began, “This is Special Agent Crane, 

from the F.B.I.” 

“Good evening, ma’am.” He said, dipping his hat as he did so. 

“The F.B.I?” She let out a low whistle. “What brings him to our neck of 

the woods?”  

“I don’t want to alarm you,” the Sheriff continued. “But I’m assisting 

Agent Crane in the capture of a dangerous criminal. There’s been a report that 

he might be headed this way.” 

“My lord.” She put a hand to her chest. 

Leonard stepped forward, placing his hat on the counter as he pulled up a 

chair. “Your diner is right on the edge of town, so it’s possible you might have 

seen something.” 

She shook her head. “It’s been quiet. I ain’t seen a soul all day.”  

“I see,” he reached into his jacket pocket and removed a pad and pencil, 

taking note of an unwashed coffee cup behind the counter and the half-cooked 

eggs and burger cooling on the hotplate. “My information isn’t specific 
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regarding the timing of his arrival. There’s a chance he hasn’t quite reached 

here yet.” 

Someone has definitely been here, why is she lying to me? He looked at 

the waitress directly for the first time since he came in. “You’re certain you 

haven’t seen anything out of the ordinary?” 

She met his gaze, “Not a thing, Agent Crane.” 

She continued to stare at him, and he could feel something at the edges of 

his awareness, like she was somehow groping around inside his mind. 

He tore his eyes away and the feeling subsided, but his interest in learning 

more seemed somehow diminished. 

“Thank you for your time, miss.” He smiled and put away his notepad, 

careful to avoid making eye contact. Something was definitely wrong here, but 

he couldn’t put his finger on exactly what it was.  

“Any time, Hun.” 

“Though,” he continued. “I would recommend you close early tonight. If 

he does show up you could be in danger.” 

“I can take care of myself,” she said. “But you make a fine point, Agent 

Crane. I’ll just tidy up a bit in here and be on my way.”  

“Let’s get a move on, Sheriff.” He got to his feet, collected his hat and 

strode toward the door. Just before he reached the threshold, he stopped and 

turned around. “You don’t mind if I use your bathroom do you?” 
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“Not at all,” she stiffened slightly before answering. Her recovery was so 

fast that he almost missed it. “It’s just ‘round the corner.” 

“Thank you.” 

He walked behind the wall and entered the tiled bathroom area. He 

wasn’t sure what he was looking for just trusting to his natural instincts to pick 

up on anything out of the ordinary.  

The bathroom was meticulously clean, that in itself wasn’t out of the 

place, save for the faint scent of vomit the cut through the antiseptic perfume. 

He walked across to the wash basin and lowered his head. The smell was 

stronger here, yet another sign that someone had been here, a man if the 

bathroom choice was any indication. 

For all this strangeness he still wasn’t sure what to make of Trish. Clearly 

she was hiding something but it might have nothing at all to do with his target. 

Still he never got anywhere by ignoring potential leads. 

She would bear some further observation. 

He left the bathroom and glanced up behind him as he returned to the 

front of the diner, his attention drawn to a ventilation grill on the wall above the 

door.  

Was there something up there? He studied the vent for several seconds 

but was unable to see what had drawn him to look there in the first place. With a 

shrug, he turned around and headed out the door. 

“Come on, Sheriff, let’s go,” he said as he opened the door. 
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The corpulent man was busy licking his fingers; tell-tale traces of icing 

sugar dusting his sausage like appendages. 

“See you, Trish,” the Sheriff said, as he waddled out the door. “Thanks 

for the sweet cakes.” 

“Any time, Sheriff.” She waved. “And good luck Agent Crane. I hope 

you find your man.” 

“Thank you, ma’am.” 

He closed the door behind him and followed the sheriff outside into the 

bitter chill of the Montana night. 

“What now?” 

“When your men are done searching the place across the road, have them 

go door-to-door along this street and see if anyone has seen anything.” 

“What about us?” 

“Take me back to the station. I need to make some phone calls.” 

The pair climbed in to the sheriff’s truck. Out here in the wilderness he 

could understand why such a vehicle would be useful, but he simply couldn’t 

picture the sheriff ever straying far from his desk. 

“How long have you known the waitress?” 

“A few months, I guess. She bought this place in July and spent a couple 

of weeks fitting it out. Why?” 
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“Don’t you think it odd to have a diner out here on the edge of a town this 

small?” Leonard watched Trish through the windshield as she made ready to 

close up. “I wouldn’t expect she’d get much business.” 

“I hadn’t thought about it.” The Sheriff started the engine. “Only thing I 

care about is that she doesn’t cause me any trouble, and Trish is as quiet as they 

come.” 

“I don’t doubt it.” 

# # # 

Kade’s heart all but stopped when the tall F.B.I agent looked up at the 

grill. There was no way he could have seen him, yet Kade was convinced that 

he knew he was up there. 

He heard the pair exit the diner and then, a minute later, the sound of a 

car starting up outside. 

“Are you okay up there, Hun?” Trish called from down below. 

“Yes,” Kade said, unsure how loudly to reply. “What’s happening?” 

He could see that she was busy straightening up. Making sure that the 

menus were neatly stacked and that the condiments were all in their place. 

“The Sheriff and the F.B.I. man think I should close early tonight. 

Apparently there’s some crazy fugitive out there who might try and hurt me.” 

Are they talking about me? “I don’t want to hurt anyone.” 
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“I know that, but I need to do what they say or they might start poking 

around some more.” 

Kade thought about that. He couldn’t discount the possibility that perhaps 

he really was a violent criminal on the run from the law. Amnesia can be a 

possible reaction to trauma; maybe he’d done something so terrible that his own 

mind refused to accept it. 

“What if I turn myself in?”  

“You don’t want to do that, Hun.”  

“I don’t?” He could feel the fogginess returning. There was something in 

the way she spoke that made it hard to maintain a line of reasoning. 

“You just sit tight while I finish up in here.” 

“Alright.” Where was such dependence coming from? He’d only just met 

this woman, hadn’t he? 

“I won’t be long, Hun. There’s a panel on the far wall that’ll take you to 

the garage where my car is parked. I’ll meet you there in a few minutes.” 

Trish disappeared into the kitchen where, he assumed, she continued 

cleaning up. Kade manoeuvred himself around and inched his way toward the 

rear of the building. As he drew closer he was easily able to see the panel she 

was referring to. 

Once again a feeling of unease came over him. There was more going on 

here than he realised, but his subconscious was telling him to be careful. As if 
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he’d caught a whiff of smoke on the breeze but hadn’t yet seen the fire, and now 

he had to decide if he was going to stay or run. 
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Chapter Four 

Kade lay on his side in the trunk of Trish’s car. The darkness broken only 

by the occasional glow of the tail lights whenever she applied the brakes or 

turned a corner. He pulled his knees to his chest and tried to find a position that, 

if not comfortable, at least meant that he wasn’t knocked around too much 

whenever the car hit a bump. Those bumps came thick and fast now that they’d 

turned off the sealed road onto dirt.  

What am I doing in here? It wasn’t the first time he’d thought that. Four 

hours ago he’d been running for his life in the wilderness, and now he was 

stuffed into the trunk of a car driven by a woman he’d only just met. 

Had he just exchanged one grisly end for another? Why does this woman 

have such an influence over him? Whenever she was around he couldn’t seem 

to order his thoughts. It wasn’t simply that she was attractive, surely that can’t 

be the only reason he was willing to do whatever she asked of him. 

The car came to a stop, and the rumble of the engine ceased. A moment 

later he heard the driver’s door open and shut. Wherever she was taking him, it 

seemed they’d arrived. 

The sound of footsteps on crushed rock grew louder, and he heard the 

jingle of keys before the trunk was opened. Trish loomed over him, blonde curls 

framing her face and a dazzling smile on her lips.  
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She held out her hand. “We’re here, Hun.” 

Kade could feel the now familiar fogginess cloud his mind as she helped 

him out of the car. 

She’d driven them to a large, two-storey, log cabin surrounded by trees. 

Its steeply pitched roof was common for homes in an alpine area, as was the 

large porch that sheltered the front door. Kade looked around, searching for 

anything that might be familiar to him. He recognised nothing, not even the 

lights from the town were visible. 

“Where are we?” he said, craning his neck to take in his surroundings. 

“You’re at my place.” Trish smiled and laid a hand on his shoulder. 

“Come on, let’s go inside and I’ll fix us a couple o’ drinks.” 

Kade hesitated. “I… I shouldn’t be here.” 

“Nonsense,” she said her eyes took on an intense, vaguely predatory, 

aspect. “With that fugitive out there, this is the safest place for you.” She 

squeezed his shoulder. “Trust me.” 

And he did. 

# # # 

“Shit!” Agent Crane slammed the phone down.  

The sheriff looked up from his newspaper, a cloud of cigarette smoke 

surrounding his chubby features. “Something the matter?” 

Leonard thumped the table and stood up. “Can I borrow your car?” 
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“I can take you wherever you want to go.” 

“Not this time, Sheriff.” 

“You’re sure? We’re supposed to be in for some bad weather. The roads 

around here can be dangerous if you’re not used to ‘em.” 

“I’ll be fine.” 

“If you say so.” The rotund man unhooked the keys from his belt and 

tossed them across the room. 

Leonard donned his hat and his coat and walked out the door, exchanging 

the warm confines of the Sheriff’s office for the bitter chill of the Montana 

night. He ran to the truck, climbed into the driver’s seat, and turned the ignition. 

The engine roared to life and he quickly sped away.  

Big Sky was a small town, and nowhere was very far from anywhere else. 

Even so, Leonard drove as fast as he dared to return to Stan’s Diner. But as soon 

as he pulled up outside and saw the place shrouded in darkness, he knew he was 

already too late. 

“Shit. Shit. Shit. Shit. Shit!” His fist pounded the steering wheel with 

every word. He leaned forward and grabbed the radio mike in front of him. 

“Sheriff, this is Leonard Crane. Do you read me?” 

“Loud ‘n clear, Agent Crane,” the Sheriff responded a moment later. 

“What’s up?” 

“I need you to look up an address for me.” 
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# # # 

Kade knelt on the floor of Trish’s living room, stacking wood in the 

fireplace while Trish fussed about in the kitchen. Rustling up something to eat 

and drink, to use her turn of phrase. 

He struck a match and cupped it in his hand as he brought the meagre 

flame to the kindling and scrunched up newspaper. The fire quickly grew and as 

the heat washed over him he realised just how tired he really was. 

Trish walked in, a tray of food, a bottle of wine, and a couple of glasses 

balanced expertly in her hands. She placed the tray down on a coffee table then 

sat down on the couch. 

“Now, promise me you won’t spit this meal up,” she said as she held her 

hands out to the fire. “I don’t think my pride could handle you rejecting my 

hospitality twice.” 

The light of the fire kissed her face, her blonde hair turned orange from 

the flames. Kade looked at her; away from the unforgiving fluorescent lights 

she was more than simply pretty, she was breathtaking. 

“Well, what’re you waiting for?” she said. “That wine ain’t gonna pour 

itself.” 

For the first time in what felt like an eternity Kade allowed himself to 

relax. He sat up, unstoppered the bottle, and poured out two decent measures, 

handing one to Trish as he held the other aloft. 
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“To the unexpected.” 

She smiled and they clinked glasses. “The unexpected.” 

Kade took a sip, it reminded him of freshly cut grass with a hint of 

American oak, but there was something else there too, a chemical taste that 

didn’t quite belong. He was about to say something when he noticed that Trish 

had put her glass down without drinking it. 

His vision swam. “What have you done to me?” 

# # # 

The sheriff’s truck tore along the mountain road.  

The address he’d gotten from the sheriff was still a few miles away and 

he couldn’t afford to lose another second getting there. The intelligence he’d 

received from Washington confirmed what his gut had already been telling him. 

Trees flashed by on either side as the car hurtled along the winding 

mountain road. Leonard was glad that the predicted snow had so far managed to 

stay way. He didn’t fancy the idea of trying to manoeuvre this lumbering 

vehicle on an icy road. 

The turn-off came up quickly on the left. Tires screeched as he slammed 

on the brakes and turned the car sharply onto the dirt track. He turned the wheel 

left and right to regain control then planted his foot on the accelerator once 

more.  
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Driving on a dirt road like this during the day was risky, at night it was 

doubly so. The corners came up almost without warning, and Leonard was glad 

the sheriff had the car fitted with a second set of driving lamps. He wouldn’t be 

of much use to anyone if he crashed into a ditch on his way to the waitress’s 

house. 

He slowed the car to a crawl about half a mile from his destination, 

switched off all the lights and approached as quietly as he could.  

It made sense that she would choose a place like this for her home. It was 

isolated, well outside of town, and miles away from any neighbours. Tucked in 

amongst the trees like this, it would be almost impossible to see from the air. 

The location fit what he knew of her but the circumstances of her being 

here in the first place were off. Why would a moroi assume the role of a 

waitress in a small town diner? Her kind tended to prefer more luxurious 

settings. Also the timing of her arrival into town was unusual. It was too 

convenient, almost as though she knew someone would be coming through that 

particular gate. 

# # # 

Kade woke to find himself seated in the centre of a ten-by-ten foot room. 

His clothes had been removed, and his arms and legs were securely tied to a 

metal chair which was bolted to the floor. 

He turned his head to take in his surroundings. 
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The room was empty. What looked like a reinforced steel door was built 

into the wall behind him. Try as he might he couldn’t quite crane his neck far 

enough to see it properly. He strained against his restraints but it achieved 

nothing. 

He was well and truly trapped. 

The room was uncomfortably warm. He felt the sweat bead on his brow 

but how much of that was due to the heat and how much resulted from his 

growing anxiety he couldn’t be sure. The only positive he could draw from his 

current predicament was that his mind was finally clear of Trish’s influence. 

Behind him, the door opened.  

“Hello, Kade.” It was Trish’s voice, but it carried none of her usual folksy 

inflections. “I hope you’re not too uncomfortable.” 

“What do you want with me?” 

“Well well. This transition really must have knocked you around.” She 

lightly caressed his shoulder, as she walked around to stand in front of him. Her 

eyes ran across his naked body and she leaned down, bringing her face to the 

crook of his neck.  

“What do you want with me?” he said, her proximity causing him to 

stiffen. 

She breathed in deeply, standing straight once more with her eyes closed. 

“I don’t want anything. I’m just the delivery girl.” 

He forced himself to look away. “What are you talking about?” 
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“You really don’t know?” She laughed, a musical sound that carried with 

it a familiar feeling of warmth. “I’ve spent four months in this freezing shithole 

waiting for you.” Trish leaned in again and cradled his neck with one hand, he 

could feel her trying to worm her way into his mind. “And now that I have you, 

I’m not sure I’m ready to give you up just yet.”  

This time he fought against it, willing her influence away. Kade refused 

to be duped by this woman again. He wasn’t sure how he managed it but he 

pushed her out leaving his mind clear once more. 

He met her gaze evenly. “I think I’ve had about enough of your 

hospitality.” 

“Well, if you’re going to be like that.” Trish stood back up and clicked 

her fingers.  

Something entered the room behind him. The sound of claws on the 

concrete floor registered a heartbeat before a familiar earthy scent filled his 

nose. His head snapped around and he saw one of them walk in. Its massive 

form seemed to fill the room as it padded around to sit beside her. 

Trish reached down and idly scratched the fur behind the creature’s ears, 

as if it were simply a dog that she kept as a pet. But the burning intelligence 

behind the creature’s eyes reminded Kade that these things were more than 

mere animals. 
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“I know you managed to escape them earlier today, but somehow I think 

that this time you may not be so fortunate. The varkul don’t like it when their 

prey eludes them.” 

Kade looked at the creature, this varkul. The name sounded familiar but 

for now the details eluded him, as has so much since he found himself here. 

“I’m going to leave you two to get reacquainted.” Trish patted the animal 

on the head and walked out of the room. From the doorway she said. “After a 

few hours in his company I’m sure you’ll change your mind about how you’d 

like to spend your time.”  

# # # 

The sheriff’s truck was parked a hundred yards down the road and 

Leonard approached the waitress’s cabin on foot. Snow had finally started to 

fall and a chill breeze snapped at his cloak as he picked his way carefully 

through the trees south of the cabin.  

The wind blew smoke from the cabin’s fire down to him which acted as a 

path through the darkness. He didn’t want to risk using a torch out here. If the 

moroi spotted him too soon it’d be all over. 

As he got closer, the light that spilled from the windows made it easier 

for him and he soon managed to close to within a dozen paces of the front door. 

He surveyed the area. It was an idyllic scene really. 
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The warm glow from the cabin windows illuminated the snowflakes as 

they swirled in the breeze. The lightly covered ground lit in flickering orange 

arcs with the scent of pine heavy in the air.  

If it weren’t for the extremely dangerous killer inside this might be 

somewhere he could enjoy spending a weekend or two. So instead of admiring 

the ambiance he stood there, assessing possible points of entry, preparing lines 

of skirmish and evaluating contingencies. 

The front door was directly ahead, with large windows on either side. The 

one to the right was the brighter of the two which suggested that it was closer to 

the fireplace and therefore, the living area.  

The second story was dark. Most likely this was where the bedrooms 

would be found. Moroi tended to sleep through much of the day, so it was likely 

that part of the house was unoccupied. He might be able to climb onto the roof 

of the porch and get inside that way. 

Around the side of the house was a set of basement doors. There was no 

guarantee that he’d be able to get inside the house from down there but it was an 

option. Though judging by the level of undergrowth covering them, they hadn’t 

seen much use recently. 

He took a deep breath. A solid plan was one thing but he knew from bitter 

experience that no plan, regardless of how good it might seem, will survive first 

contact with the enemy. And an enemy like this should never be taken lightly. 
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Ideally he’d wait for daylight to confront the moroi, but he no longer had 

that option. If he didn’t do something right now he might as well kiss this 

collection goodbye.  

End of Chapter Four 
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